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Find the most suitable Alpha Vinyl floor for your project
Quick and easy
to install

Suitable for
every room

Extra renovation
friendly

The strong,
silent type
ALPHA VINYL: RIGID HIGH-PERFORMANCE FLOORS

You deserve a floor that suits your energetic lifestyle.
We made its core ultra strong, so it’s ready for any kind
of situation. It can take a gaggle of enthusiastic kids,
as well as multitasking parents dropping whatever is
in their hands. Count on the ultra-resistant top layer
of Alpha Vinyl flooring for improved stain and scratch
toughness.

Water? Whatever!
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Alpha Vinyl is 100% waterproof. Our watertight click system stops spilled liquids
from seeping through the joints, giving mould no chance – even in moistureprone rooms like the bathroom and kitchen.

VINYL

Add nature to your interior
We know you love the look of wood and tiles. That’s why Alpha Vinyl decors look
just as natural as the real thing. Thanks to a unique bevel technique, the beautiful
design of Alpha Vinyl runs all the way into the joints. In combination with the
extra matt top layer with surface structure, Alpha Vinyl looks as natural as can be.
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Renovating
just got easier
Not exactly a DIYer? No worries. Installing Alpha Vinyl
is a piece of cake thanks to its patented Uniclic system.
Generally, it’s simply click and go! Because of the strength
of Alpha Vinyl, in most cases you don’t need to prepare
your subfloor. They are ready to be installed in any home.
Because of this, they are a great choice for renovation
projects.
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Quality in every layer
MEDIUM PLANKS
5 mm
SMALL PLANKS
4 mm
4+1 mm
5 mm
MEDIUM TILES
5 mm
TILES
4 mm
4+1 mm
5 mm

1 High-performance wear layer
Equipped with our 5S’s technology:
protection against scratches, stains,
scuffs, smell & shine.
2 Fine-printed vinyl decor layer
Our in-house developed decors give
your floor an exceptionally realistic
and authentic look.
3 Flexible vinyl layer
Resilient layer for comfort and acoustics.
4, 5 and 6 Rigid composite core
Firm core consisting of a stability layer
(5) and two glass fiber reinforced layers
(4 & 6).
Non-telegraphing
High impact resistance
Low indentation
No cupping

SMALL PLANKS
4+1 mm
TILES
4+1 mm

7 High-quality attached underlay
The attached underlay fits seamlessly
to the planks or tiles, so you don’t have
to worry about gaps. This ensures a
perfectly supported click system and
improved sound dampening.

Find a floor that meets your ne
I’m looking for
a floor that’s quick and easy to install
CHOOSE THE MOST SUITABLE
ALPHA VINYL FLOOR FOR YOUR PROJECT
Is a quick and easy installation most important to you? Or are
you looking for a floor that suits every room? Perhaps you’re in
the middle of a renovation project? Whatever you’re looking
for, you’ll always find a fit floor in the Alpha Vinyl collection. This
overview guides you to the floor best suited to your project.

TOTAL FLOOR SOLUTION
WITH UNDERLAY ATTACHED
Laying your floor is quicker and easier than
thanks to the attached underlay. Plus,
performance floor will withstand the impact
You’ll always be glad of its excellent stain,
impact resistance.

ever before
your highof daily life.
scratch and

H I G H - Q UA L I T Y AT TAC H E D U N D E R L AY
The attached underlay fits seamlessly to the planks or
tiles, so you don’t have to worry about gaps. This ensures
a perfectly supported click system and improved sound
dampening.
R E C YC L A B L E S O LU T I O N
We recycle the floor in our internal production process
when the time comes, even with the attached underlay.

The right Alpha Vinyl
for your project
SMALL PLANKS 4+1 mm
TILES 4+1 mm

NOW THAT YOU’VE FOUND YOUR FLOOR,

Attached underlay

IT’S TIME TO CHOOSE THE RIGHT UNDERL AY

Because the underlay is attached to your floor, an additional
underlay is not needed.

When laying an Alpha Vinyl floor, choosing the right underlay
is crucial. It’s recommended in order to create a level base on
which to install your lovely new floor. Furthermore, it provides
valuable acoustic insulation and thermal resistance. Don’t
hesitate to combine your underlay with traditional underfloor
heating.
For each of our floors, we offer the underlay(s) that will ensure
the best result.

Need a hand with your installation? Check the instructions on
quickstep.com.

Attached underlay
The attached underlay offers the best noise reduction
toward neighbouring rooms, making it the ideal choice for
first-floor rooms and apartments. It fits seamlessly to the
planks or tiles, so you don’t have to worry about gaps. This
ensures a perfectly supported click system and improved
sound dampening. Moreover, it can be combined with
underfloor heating and cooling.

eds
a floor that suits every room

an extra renovation friendly floor

E X T R A W E A R - R E S I STA N T F LO O R
Your high-performance floor will withstand the impact of
daily life. You’ll always be glad of its excellent stain, scratch
and impact resistance.

E X T R A T H I N F LO O R
Thin planks or tiles are the best choice for your renovation
project. It is unlikely you will have to remove your existing
floor or shorten your doors so that your floor fits underneath.
And, your high-performance floor will withstand the impact
of daily life. You’ll always be glad of its excellent stain,
scratch and impact resistance.

M U LT I P L E M ATC H I N G U N D E R L AYS
Combine your floor with 1 of 3 different underlays, according
to your specific needs. Learn more about the underlays and
their unique properties below.

M U LT I P L E M ATC H I N G U N D E R L AYS
Combine your floor with 1 of 3 different underlays, according
to your specific needs. Learn more about the underlays and
their unique properties below.

S U S TA I N A B L E C H O I C E S
Our Heat underlay is composed of sustainable raw materials,
including plant-based oils and mineral components such as
chalk. The Comfort and Transit underlays are made from
recycled PET flakes.

S U S TA I N A B L E C H O I C E S
Our Heat underlay is composed of sustainable raw materials,
including plant-based oils and mineral components such as
chalk. The Comfort and Transit underlays are made from
recycled PET flakes.

The right Alpha Vinyl
for your project

The right Alpha Vinyl
for your project

MEDIUM PLANKS 5 mm
SMALL PLANKS 5 mm
MEDIUM TILES 5 mm
TILES 5 mm

SMALL PLANKS 4 mm
TILES 4 mm

Multiple matching underlays

Multiple matching underlays*

Heat

Heat

The recommended underlay for rooms that get lots of direct
sunlight, and rooms with underfloor heating or cooling. Our
Heat underlay also offers the best in-room noise reduction.
Moreover, it guarantees the best lifetime performance for
your floor: over time it keeps performing at its best in terms
of acoustics and support.

The recommended underlay for rooms that get lots of direct
sunlight, and rooms with underfloor heating or cooling. Our
Heat underlay also offers the best in-room noise reduction.
Moreover, it guarantees the best lifetime performance for
your floor: over time it keeps performing at its best in terms
of acoustics and support.

Transit

Transit

Offering the best noise reduction towards neighbouring
rooms (ideal for first floors and apartments). Our Transit
underlay is a sustainable choice because it’s mainly made of
recycled PET flakes. It can also be combined with underfloor
heating and cooling.

Offering the best noise reduction towards neighbouring
rooms (ideal for first floors and apartments). Our Transit
underlay is a sustainable choice because it’s mainly made of
recycled PET flakes. It can also be combined with underfloor
heating and cooling.

Comfort

Comfort

This all-round underlay helps you level the existing subfloor.
Our Comfort underlay suits any room and is a sustainable
choice because it’s made of recycled PET flakes. It can also
be combined with underfloor heating and cooling.

This all-round underlay helps you level the existing subfloor.
Our Comfort underlay suits any room and is a sustainable
choice because it’s made of recycled PET flakes. It can also
be combined with underfloor heating and cooling.

* for heavy commercial use it’s mandatory to use our Heat underlay

Beauty comes in many sizes
PLANKS
MEDIUM PLANKS

Thickness
Dimensions
Box
Bevels
Class

SMALL PLANKS

AVMP

AVSPU

AVSP

AVSPT

Suitable for
every room

Quick and easy
to install

Suitable for
every room

Extra renovation
friendly

5 mm

4+1 mm

5 mm

4 mm

1494 x 209 mm

1251 x 189 mm

1251 x 189 mm

1251 x 189 mm

6 planks = 1.873 m 2

9 planks = 2.128 m2

9 planks = 2.128 m2

12 planks = 2.837 m2

4

4

4

4

CLASS 33

CLASS 33

CLASS 33

CLASS 33

*

*

*

*

Watertight

Installation
Warranty

25 YEAR DOMESTIC USE

Heat
Matching underlays

Transit
Comfort

25 YEAR DOMESTIC USE

Underlay attached to
the floor (no seperate
underlay needed)

25 YEAR DOMESTIC USE

Heat

25 YEAR DOMESTIC USE

Heat**

Transit

Transit

Comfort

Comfort

Floor finish
Colour-matched
Incizo profile
or
Aluminium profile

NEW

Stair finish

-

Incizo
Stair Cover

GENUINE BEVEL:

CLASS 33:

the bevel fits the character of the floor perfectly. The colour, design

extra wear-resistant floors for rooms with

and structure of the plank are visible throughout the bevel.

intensive usage/for commercial use.

TILES
MEDIUM TILES

TILES

AVMT

AVSTU

AVST

AVSTT

Suitable for
every room

Quick and easy
to install

Suitable for
every room

Extra renovation
friendly

5 mm

4+1 mm

5 mm

4 mm

856 x 428 mm

610 x 303 mm

610 x 303 mm

610 x 303 mm

6 tiles = 2.198 m²

10 tiles = 1.848 m2

10 tiles = 1.848 m2

15 tiles = 2.772 m2

4

4

4

4

CLASS 33

CLASS 33

CLASS 33

CLASS 33

*

*

*

*

2 5 Y E A R D O M E ST I C U S E

Heat
Transit
Comfort

-

25 YEAR DOMESTIC USE

Underlay attached to the
floor (no seperate
underlay needed)

-

25 YEAR DOMESTIC USE

Heat

25 YEAR DOMESTIC USE

Heat**

Transit

Transit

Comfort

Comfort

-

* tested according to ISO CD 4760 (no leakage)
** for heavy commercial use it’s mandatory to use our Heat underlay

WARR ANT Y CONDITIONS
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YOUR QUICK-STEP DEALER

Quick-Step is a quality product produced by Unilin BV, division Flooring, Ooigemstraat 3,
B-8710 Wielsbeke, Belgium, Europe.
Product images may differ from actual product. The availability of products, or the products
themselves, may change at any time without notice. Content © 2022 - 2023 by Unilin BV,
division Flooring. All rights reserved. The contents of this brochure may not be reproduced in
whole or in part without prior written permission from the publisher.
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FOLLOW US ON
@quickstepfloors

@quickstepfloor

